Quorum sensing: regulating the regulators.
Many bacteria use 'quorum sensing' (QS) as a mechanism to regulate gene induction in a population-dependent manner. In its simplest sense this involves the accumulation of a signaling metabolite during growth; the binding of this metabolite to a regulator or multiple regulators activates induction or repression of gene expression. However QS regulation is seldom this simple, because other inputs are usually involved. In this review we have focussed on how those other inputs influence QS regulation and as implied by the title, this often occurs by environmental or physiological effects regulating the expression or activity of the QS regulators. The rationale of this review is to briefly introduce the main QS signals used in Gram-negative bacteria and then introduce one of the earliest understood mechanisms of regulation of the regulator, namely the plant-mediated control of expression of the TraR QS regulator in Agrobacterium tumefaciens. We then describe how in several species, multiple QS regulatory systems can act as integrated hierarchical regulatory networks and usually this involves the regulation of QS regulators. Such networks can be influenced by many different physiological and environmental inputs and we describe diverse examples of these. In the final section, we describe different examples of how eukaryotes can influence QS regulation in Gram-negative bacteria.